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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss a method to detect defects
in industrial products by using Denoising AutoEncoder
Generative Adversarial Networks. In previous methods, a
defective area is detected by restoring a defective product image
which added an artificial defect to a non-defective product image
by Denoising AutoEncoder (DAE). Therefore, a defective area is
detected by subtracted image of them. We discuss whether further
accuracy improvement is possible by introducing a framework of
adversarial learning to DAE in order to restore a defective image
to a non-defective image clearer.
Keywords—Deep
Adversarial Learning.
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II. DENOISING AUTOENCODER
DAE is a neural network that takes a noised input image and
is trained to remove noises. Thus, output image of DAE
becomes denoised input image. DAE is trained by minimize
Mean Squared Error (MSE) expressed in (1).
MSE(x, x) =
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Where x and x represent images before and after adding noise.
M is the size of a minibatch. f(∙) is the output of DAE.

I. INTRODUCTION
A lot of researches aimed at visual inspection using machine
learning in industrial products are carried out. In General, the
number of defective products is overwhelmingly smaller than
that of good products. Also, defective products have many
variations such as dents, scratches, and foreign objects.
Therefore, it is difficult to design features of defective-products
with human hands or statistically learn their feature. Thus, a
method of learning Denoising AutoEncoder from only nondefective products images and restoring them into nondefective product images then using subtraction images of them
to detect defective area has been studied. However, restored
images with DAE becomes unclear when compared with
original images, and detection accuracy may decrease in some
cases.
There are methods that use Generative Adversarial Networks
(GAN) that can clearly restore and complement images
[1][2][3]. Therefore, in this research, we train DAE to remove
artificial defects that are added to non-defective product images
as noises and restore them into non-defective product images.
Moreover, it is possible to clarify restoration with DAE by
applying GAN to DAE. We call this method Denoising
AutoEncoder - Generative Adversarial Networks (DAE-GAN).
We discuss whether highly accurate detection is possible by
applying DAE-GAN to visual inspection.
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III. GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETOWRKS
GAN consists of 2 neural networks, the Generator and the
Discriminator as shown in Fig. 1. Define G(∙) and D(∙) as the
Generator and the Discriminator, respectively. x and z
represent sampled images from training data and sampled noise
variables from the distribution pz . The Discriminator is trained
to determine whether an input image is an output image of the
Generator or x~pdata that sampled from the training data. Hence
output of the Discriminator will be a probability of an input
image sampled from the distribution pdata . The Generator is
trained to learn a distribution pg that is close to pdata so that the
Discriminator does not distinguish the Generator’s output from
an image sampled from pdata .
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Fig. 1 GAN
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Objective of GAN is denoted by (2). E represents expected
value.
min max V D,G = Ex~pdata log D x
G

D

Ez~pz [ log log(1－D(G(z) )]

(2)

The Discriminator minimizes (3) to maximize (2).
1
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The Generator minimizes (4) to minimize (2).
1
Lg =
M

The Generator and the Discriminator are trained mutually,
output of DAE (Generator) becomes clearer because the
Generator tries to deceive the discriminator.

M

V. PROPOSED METHOD
As shown in Fig. 4, the Generator (DAE) which is trained
with DAE-GAN restores artificial defective product image to
non-defective product image. As shown in Fig. 5, a defective
area is detected by using the binarized subtraction image of
these images.

(4)

log 1－D(G(z i )))
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The Discriminator and the Generator are trained with
gradient descent method with (3), (4). In this way, a training
process in which Discriminator and Generator are trained
mutually is called adversarial learning. Therefore, pg will be
close to pdata and the Generator outputs images that are close to
training data.
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Fig. 4 Restoration with DAE
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IV. DENOISING AUTOENCODER - GAN
DAE-GAN has a configuration in which the generator of
GAN is replaced with DAE. As shown in Fig. 2, the Generator
restores a defective product image to a non-defective product
image. The Discriminator determines whether its input is from
the generator’s restoration image or a real non-defective image.
Therefore, it becomes possible for the generator to restore
images of defective product to non-defective product in
consideration of the distribution of non-defective products.
We define x is an image that added artificial defect on nondefective product image . The Generator minimizes (5) and
(6). We introduce α, this is a hyper parameter that coordinates
(5) and (6). Hence, the Generator minimizes (7).
Lreconstruction =
1
Ladversarial =
M
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Lg = Lreconstruction +αLadversarial
The Discriminator minimizes (8).
Ld =
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VI. EXPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
We trained DAE-GAN with the plastic bottle product dataset
and the textile product dataset.
We made a dataset of plastic bottle products by adding an
artificial defect on images of them. An artificial defect is
rectangle measuring from 5 to 15 pixels. Pixel values are (R, G,
B) = (25±10, 15±10, 7.5±2.5) as uniform noises. We used
1860 of images for training, and we added artificial defects
every epoch. We prepare 100 of each artificial defective
product images for validation and testing. Fig. 3 (a) shows an
example of artificial defective product image.
We made a dataset of textile products. We regard lint on
textile as a defect. We made 100 pairs of images before and
after putting lint taken at 1280 × 960 pixels. We used 80 pairs
for training. Training images were cut out to an area of 224 ×
224 pixels area, random position and random angle for each
epoch. 80 pairs of cut images were used for an epoch. For
validation and test dataset, we prepared 300 pairs of images
which cut out at random positions and angles from 10 pairs of
each of the remaining 20 pairs of images in advance. Fig. 3(b)
shows an example of training images.
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Fig. 2 DAE-GAN
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B. Training
Tables 1, 2 show models of the Generator and the
Discriminator. In the tables Conv(number of channels)
represents Convolutional Layers. AveragePooling represents
Average Pooling Layers. BN represents Batch Normalization
layers. UpSampling represents UpSampling layers.
FullyConnected (number of output units) represents Fully
Connected layers.
We used Adam optimizer [4] for the Generator and the
Discriminator. Initial parameters of Adam are alpha=0.000001
and beta1=0.1 in the Generator, alpha=0.0002 and beta1=0.5 in
the Discriminator. In (7), we defined α with α=0.001
experimentally. Input images were 224 × 224 pixels. We trained
DAE-GAN 1000 epochs for the plastic bottles dataset and
10000 epochs for the textile dataset.
C. Evaluation method
To evaluate detection of defects, it is necessary to evaluate
both proper and false detection. Therefore, we evaluated
Precision, Recall, F-measure of detection of a defective area.
We evaluated DAE-GAN every 10 epochs in the plastic
bottles dataset, every 50 epochs in the textile dataset using
validation datasets, and we adopted parameters when the Fmeasure is the maximum. The threshold value for binarization
was adapted with the largest F-measure, 50 in the plastic bottle
dataset, and 30 in the textile dataset.
VII. EXPERIMENTS RESULT AND DISCUSSION
A. Evaluation
We compared results of DAE-GAN and DAE. TABLE 3
shows the result of evaluation of the plastic bottle dataset and
TABLE 4 shows the result of evaluation of the textile dataset.
In TABLE 3, Recall is the same in the result of DAE-GAN
and DAE. However, Precision is higher in the result of DAE.
Therefore, F-measure of DAE is higher than in DAE-GAN by
0.04. Thus, these results show DAE-GAN has more false
detection than DAE.
In TABLE 4, all Precision, Recall and F-measure is better in
the result of DAE than the result of DAE-GAN.
B. Detection of Defective Area
Fig. 6 shows an example of detection of defective area with
DAE-GAN, input image, output image subtraction image,
binarized image and ground truth image (GT). From the results
of experiments, DAE-GAN can detect a defective area.
Fig. 7 shows comparison of restoration with DAE-GAN and
DAE. From Fig. 7 (c) and Fig. 7 (d), DAE-GAN and DAE both
can roughly detect a defective area.

TABLE 1 Model of the Generator

layer
1
2
4
5
7
8
11
12
15
16
17
20
21
24
25
27
28
29

Operation in the Generator
Input
{Conv(32) + LeakyReLU + BN}×2
AveragePooling
{Conv(64) + LeakyReLU + BN}×2
AveragePooling
{Conv(128) + LeakyReLU + BN}×3
AveragePooling
{Conv(256) + LeakyReLU + BN}×3
AveragePooling
UpSampling
{Conv(256) + LeakyReLU + BN}×3
UpSampling
{Conv(128) + LeakyReLU + BN}×3
UpSampling
{Conv(64) + LeakyReLU + BN}×2
UpSampling
Conv(32) + LeakyReLU + BN
Conv(3) + tanh
TABLE 2 Model of the Discriminator

layer
1
2
4
5
7
8
11
12
15
16
19
20
21

Operation in the Discriminator
Input G(x)
{Conv(16) + LeakyReLU}×2
AveragePooling
{Conv(32) + LeakyReLU}×2
AveragePooling
{Conv(64) + LeakyReLU}×3
AveragePooling
{Conv(128) + LeakyReLU}×3
AveragePooling
{Conv(256) + LeakyReLU}×3
FullyConnected(2048) + ReLU
FullyConnected(2048) + ReLU
FullyConnected(1) + sigmoid
TABLE 3 Result of evaluation of plastic bottles dataset

DAE
DAE-GAN

Precision
0.79
0.68

Recall
0.59
0.59

F-measure
0.68
0.64

TABLE 4 Result of evaluation of textile dataset

DAE
DAE-GAN

Precision
0.87
0.78

Recall
0.85
0.83

F-measure
0.86
0.81

C. DAE-GAN And DAE
Fig. 8 shows an enlarged image of comparison of restoration
of DAE-GAN and DAE. When comparing Fig. 8 (b) with Fig.
8, visually, restoration with DAE-GAN is clearer than
restoration of DAE especially in the area of characters.
(a) Input

(b) Output

(c) Subtraction (d) Binarized

Fig. 6 Detect defection with DAE-GAN

(d) GT

When using MSE of loss function of DAE, MSE has a
precondition that non-defective images are added noises that
follow normal distribution of average 0. Thus, output images
become blurred. In contrast, loss function of adversarial
learning doesn’t consider the noise, therefore, output images
become clearer. This phenomenon is reported by Isola et al. [5].
We confirmed this from the experiments.
In training of DAE, it can be confirmed that the training is
progressing well due to the decrease in error. In contrast,
training of DAE-GAN, loss function is the sum of mean squared
error and loss of adversarial learning. Hence, it couldn’t be
possible that training is progressing well. For that reason, there
is a possibility of insufficient of training and parameter tuning
of DAE-GAN.
As shown in Fig. 8, restoration of DAE-GAN is clearer
visually, thus, it appears superior to DAE. However, in the
detection method of the experiments, we simply calculate
subtraction image pixel-wise. Hence, blurred generated images
have a larger difference in pixel value in the defective area than
the clearer images as a result. Therefore, even if an image is
clearer, accuracy is not always higher.
D. Discuss of Datasets
The dataset of plastic bottles images is taken by the same
device and images of a single product. Hence variance among
bottles is also very small. Also, the variation of change in the
object in the images is only rotation and some Positional
deviation. Therefore, sufficient restoration was possible with
DAE.
As with the dataset of plastic bottles, the dataset of the textile
products also used images of a single product and took them in
the same environment. Therefore, variance between images is
small. The reason why sufficient restoration was possible even
in DAE may be that the texture pattern of the cloth product was
simple.
In dataset that has small changes of pattern and small
distribution of images, are not necessarily clearer images
restored with DAE-GAN. However, it can be expected that
restoration with DAE is not sufficient when applied to products
with a large variance. Therefore, there is a possibility that the
framework of GAN that can obtain clearer images effectively
works.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, DAE-GAN introducing DAE with the
framework of GAN is effective for detection of defective area
of a product. We conducted experiments of detection of
artificial defects of plastic bottle products and detection of lint
on textile products and evaluated them. As a result, restoration
with DAE-GAN is clearer than restoration of DAE. However,
from the results of experiments, we concluded that when we
detect defects from subtraction image of defective product
image and restored product image, DAE-GAN is not always
superior.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of DAE-GAN and DAE
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Fig. 8 Enlarged images of comparison of DAE-GAN and DAE
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